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Johnny Eric Yanes and Brett Bretta Yanes RELATORS ------------ ORIGINAL
PROCEEDING ------------ MEMORANDUM OPINION[1] ------------ The petition for writ of
mandamus is denied. PER CURIAM PANEL: DAUPHINOT, GARDNER, and WALKER, JJ.
DELIVERED: December 28, 2011 [1]See Tex. R. App. P. 47.4, 52.8(d). Q: Encoding
error after I switched to MongoEngine in Flask I have a flask app that worked
perfectly. I added a MongoEngine and suddenly I am getting errors on save(). first
error is: TypeError: 'unicode' object has no attribute'save' second error is:
NoReverseMatch at /get_zoo_info/1/ Reverse for 'view_records' with arguments '('',)'
not found. 1 pattern(s) tried: ['get_zoo_info/(?P\d+)$'] python shell: >>>from
my_model import Post >>>Post.objects.create(title='hi',body='hello') Error
Environment: Flask 0.11.1 MongoEngine GitHub Deploy on Heroku A: [EDIT]:
MongoEngine 0.9.1 : The old MongoEngine API has been replaced with MongoEngine.
MongoEngine was originally thought for use with 0.9.3 of MongoDB and then later
updated with 0.9.4 However, the 0.9
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+ Setup.rar low cost and ease of production of these glass/polymer hybrid
structures. In particular, those skilled in the art will appreciate that the physical
properties of these glass/polymer hybrid structures can be tailored to match
particular applications. U.S. Pat. No. 4,872,906 to Thompson et al. discusses a
method for the preparation of a composite comprising an organic polymer matrix in
which a defined region of organic matrix is surrounded by a glass phase. More
specifically, a composite comprising a polymer matrix component and a glass phase
component is prepared by combining the components under conditions which
promote and optimize the in situ formation of a glass phase. The combined
components are rapidly cooled to a temperature below the glass transition
temperature of the glass phase component. The resulting glass phase is surrounded
by the polymer matrix component. Although the compositions of the polymer/glass
composites of the prior art are suitable for many applications, there still exists a
need for improved properties, particularly with respect to both glass and polymer
properties. Although the prior art discloses a number of ways to attach glass to
organic polymers, there still exists a need for methods which result in desirable
properties of both the polymer and the glass portion of the hybrid structures. For
example, the prior art does not teach how to obtain the formation of long range
ordering or phase separation in glass/polymer composites, how to produce largearea polymer/glass composites, or how to increase the glass transition temperature
(Tg) of the polymer portion of a glass/polymer hybrid structure. In addition, the prior
art does not teach how to make microporous glass/polymer composite materials. In
particular, there does not seem to be a simple method to produce glass/polymer
composites having a large micropore volume. In addition, the prior art does not
teach how to create uniform structure and void distribution throughout the entire
structure, and does not teach how to form or mold large area glass/polymer
composites in a reproducible manner. In addition, despite the availability of a variety
of coatings and imaging materials for optical applications, there still exists a need
for improved, durable coatings for optical applications. In particular, the coatings
must be capable of being repeatedly used in outdoor applications such as
architectural glass applications, as well as many medical and other industrial
applications. In order to be useful as coat 6d1f23a050
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